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The US military is throttling back on the F-35 as other militaries stock up on the
stealth fighter
Christopher Woody (insider@insider.com) - Business Insider

US Air Force/Tech. Sgt. Nicolas MyersAn F-35A at an airshow in Reno, Nevada,
September 19, 2021. US Air Force/Tech. Sgt. Nicolas Myers

The Pentagon's 2023 budget request includes a lower-than-expected purchase of F-35
fighter jets. US military officials say the reduction in orders reflects a desire to
prioritize modernization.

The F-35 is highly regarded, but the 20-year-old program still faces maintenance and
cost issues.

The $773 billion budget request presented by the Defense Department this week
proposed buying dozens fewer F-35s than expected, a reduction that military officials
said is being made to focus on modernizing the fighter fleet.

That announcement coincided with Canada's announcement that it would buy 88
F-35s to replace its older fighter jets, making Ottawa the third US ally or partner to
sign on to buy the Joint Strike Fighter in recent weeks.

The budget presented on Monday proposes buying 61 F-35s — 33 F-35As for the Air
Force and 28 F-35Cs and F-35Bs for the Navy and Marine Corps — in fiscal year
2023, which begins on October 1.

Those totals are down from the 85 jets approved by Congress in the 2022 budget and
from the 94 that the Pentagon was expected to request for 2023.

In briefings Monday, service officials said the reductions were about prioritization.



US Marine Corps/Cpl. Ken Kalemkarian A US Marine Corps F-35B prepares for a
vertical landing, March 21, 2013. US Marine Corps/Cpl. Ken Kalemkarian

The Navy's F-35 request "did come down" from previous budget outlooks, "and that
simply reflects the balance of this budget request as you looked at our portfolios
increasing for ship construction and [research and development] while focusing on
readiness,” said Rear Adm. John Gumbleton, deputy assistant secretary of the Navy
for budget.

"Simply, we chose to bring those numbers down,” Gumbleton said of the Navy's F-35
request.

At a separate briefing, Gina Ortiz Jones, undersecretary of the Air Force, said 33
more F-35s would "grow” the fleet and cited other investments, such as funding for
an advanced engine, that would benefit the F-35.

"But the emphasis is on modernization and mak[ing] sure we have Block 4 as soon as
we need it,” Ortiz Jones said.

Block 4 is the most recent F-35 standard, and it includes upgrades to the jet's
software and other systems. The Air Force has been updating its jets to Block 4 since
2018 and has encountered delays and cost overruns.

"When we look at the F-35 what do we need? Mostly it's the Block 4 capability,”
Navy Vice Adm. Ron Boxall, director for force structure, resources, and assessment
on the military's Joint Staff, said at a different briefing.

"There have been delays in F-35, and again, the delays have also delayed that
capability that we want,” Boxall said.

https://www.aviationtoday.com/2021/03/20/gao-finds-increased-delays-costs-f-35s-block-4-modernization/


Boxall said the Pentagon "took this opportunity" to shape its broader "attack air
portfolio," including by buying more F-15EXs, a non-stealth jet better suited for some
low-end missions than the F-35.

'Immature, deficient, and insufficiently tested’

US Navy/MCS3 Michael Singley An F-35C launches from the aircraft carrier USS
Abraham Lincoln, February 22, 2022. US Navy/MCS3 Michael Singley

In its most recent annual report, the Pentagon's director of operational test and
evaluation said that in 2021 the F-35 program "continue[d] to field immature,
deficient, and insufficiently tested Block 4 mission systems software.”

A more detailed version of the report, which wasn't released but was obtained by the
Project on Government Oversight, said the update process of which the Block 4
upgrades are a part "has often introduced stability problems and/or adversely
affected other functionality.”

The unreleased version of the report described a number of other problems, such
as low mission-capable rates and ongoing shortages of spare parts, including engines.
A years-long delay on high-end simulated testing has also prevented an official
decision on full-rate production of the jet.

Air Force Secretary Frank Kendall worked in the Pentagon acquisitions office
between 2010 and 2016, when design issues led Kendall to limit F-35 production for
two years to put pressure on Lockheed Martin and to avoid buying jets that would
need modernization later.

https://www.dote.osd.mil/Annual-Reports/2021-Annual-Report/
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Kendall told Air Force Magazine in August that the current situation "bears some
resemblance” that earlier period.

A person familiar with the Air Force's decision on the 2023 request told
Bloomberg that the reduction in F-35 orders was meant to slow purchases of the jet
until the Block 4 upgrades could be rolled out.

The 2023 budget has to be approved by Congress, which may modify the F-35 request,
but Air Force officials say they still plan to buy 1,763 F-35s.

REUTERS/Lockheed Martin/Randy A. Crites Workers assemble an F-35 at Lockheed
Martin's factory in Fort Worth, Texas, October 13, 2011.

"We're 15 years into production, and we'll be building F-35s probably another 15
years,” Kendall told reporters last week.
"We remain committed to the F-35,” Ortiz Jones said Monday, adding that there was
"no change to the final buy.”

Canada's announcement on Monday came two weeks Germany said it would buy 35
F-35s and six weeks after Finland finalized its purchase of 64 Block 4 F-35s. Nearly a
dozen other countries have ordered F-35s, and more than 770 F-35s have been built.

The jet has already seen combat, earning its first air-to-air kills with the Israeli air
force. US F-35As and F-35Bs have also conducted airstrikes. Six US F-35s are
currently forward-deployed to the Baltic and Black Sea regions amid tensions in
Europe.

Despite the F-35's ongoing maintenance and cost issues, pilots have made "glowing
comments” about it, Sen. Jack Reed, chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, said this month.
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"These aircraft are highly capable, but the question that we have to ask — and I think
the Air Force is asking — [is] are they sustainable [and] durable,” Reed said at a
Defense Writers Group event. "Until they answer those questions, I think they're not
going to rush in and acquire significant numbers.”

"In the meantime, we have what the pilots say is a superb aircraft, which we have to
work through,” Reed said. "I think once we have reached the point of validation, and
particularly observing what they do in Europe, we can be more confident going
forward.”

Putin Being Misled by Advisors 'Afraid to Tell Him the Truth' About Ukraine
Katie Wermus - Newsweek

Adam Berry/Getty Images

U. S. intelligence officials say that Russian President Vladimir Putin's advisors are
misinforming him about how his military is performing in its invasion of Ukraine.
V.
The U.S. official who spoke on the condition of anonymity on Wednesday said there is
tension between the Russian leader and his senior defense officials who are "afraid to
tell him the truth” and Putin feels misled about the military in Ukraine, according to
the Associated Press.

"We believe that Putin is being misinformed by his advisers about how badly the
Russian military is performing and how the Russian economy is being crippled by
sanctions, because his senior advisers are too afraid to tell him the truth,” the official
said according to Reuters.

The Russian President launched his "special military operation" against Ukraine on
February 24 with a key goal to overtake the capital of Kyiv within a matter of days.

However, Russian troops have been struggling to make advances in Ukraine
while facing supply shortages, morale problems and limited directions from officials.

https://www.newsweek.com/ukraine-war-russia-falling-back-kyiv-defense-minister-1692936
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https://www.newsweek.com/russia-ukraine-troops-moscow-defense-war-low-morale-1692853


The official said Putin felt misled which led him to mistrust his military leadership.

Putin was also unaware his military was using and losing conscripted soldiers in its
war against Ukraine showing a "clear breakdown in the flow of accurate information
to the Russian president,” the official said citing previously classified information,
according to Reuters.

The intelligence report was recently declassified but the official did not provide any
evidence for how U.S. intelligence came to its conclusion, the AP reported.

Putin said earlier this month that Russia is not and will not be using any conscripted
soldiers in Ukraine. A conscripted soldier is an individual who is forced to enroll for
service in a country's forces, according to Britannica.

Meanwhile, the West is "much less certain” that Putin "is getting an honest picture on
the ground” in Ukraine, a western official told reporters on Tuesday.

It is likely Russian elites will start blaming each other for the "lack of success” in
Ukraine and start "looking to point the finger at others,” the official said according
to Business Insider.

"That's one of the reasons why Western media, Ukrainian media, is important in
continuing to make sure the reality of this conflict, and how it is causing not only
death and destruction to the Ukrainians, but a great deal of death to the Russian
forces as well,” the official said per Business Insider.

There are various estimates for how many Russian troops have been killed in
combat. NATO estimates somewhere between 7,000 and 15,000 soldiers have died
since the beginning of the invasion.

The Russian Military of Defense said 1,351 service members have been killed while
Ukrainian officials estimate over 17,000 Russian troops have died.

Newsweek reached out to the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs for comment but did
not hear back in time for publication.

Germany warns on Russian gas, Poland to end oil imports
Monika Scislowska & Frank Jordans - Associated Press (AP)

https://www.newsweek.com/topic/nato


Associated Press

BERLIN (AP) — Germany and Austria activated early warning plans Wednesday
amid concerns that Moscow could cut natural gas deliveries, while Poland announced
steps to end all Russian oil imports by year’s end, in fresh signs of how Russia's war
in Ukraine is affecting Europe's energy security.

The German government said it was establishing a crisis team to step up monitoring
of the gas supply, and called on companies and households to conserve energy
following demands by Russia that deliveries should be paid in rubles.

Western nations have rejected that demand, arguing it would undermine sanctions
imposed because of the war.

“There have been several comments from the Russian side that if this (payments in
rubles) doesn’t happen, then the supplies will be stopped,” Economy Minister Robert
Habeck told reporters in Berlin.

Hours later, German officials said Chancellor Olaf Scholz had received assurances
from Russian President Vladimir Putin that European companies won’t have to pay
for Russian gas supplies in rubles but could continue to pay in euros as stipulated by
existing contracts.

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-putin-business-germany-europe-f9f4132e84bee437d82cb9f51c58aa8e
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-business-europe-germany-global-trade-96dbe1ef3a1e1c61431b9a78149ac62c


Associated Press Robert Habeck, Federal Minister for Economic Affairs and Climate
Protection, holds a press conference at his ministry on energy security in Germany in

Berlin Germany, Wednesday, March 30, 2022.

The German government said Wednesday it was triggering the early warning level for
gas supplies amid concerns that Russia could cut off supplies unless it is paid in
rubles. (Kay Nietfeld/dpa via AP)

Scholz had asked for further details of the process, which involves payments to a
Russian bank not subjected to sanctions, his office said.

Habeck had earlier said that the level one warning triggered — a step also taken
Wednesday by Austria — was a precautionary measure and Germany was prepared
for a sudden stop in Russian gas supplies.

Still, he warned of “considerable impacts” if that were to happen and urged
consumers to help prevent a shortage by conserving energy.

“We are in a situation where, I have to say this clearly, every kilowatt hour of energy
saved helps,” Habeck said. He added that Germany’s gas storages are currently filled
to about 25% capacity.

A second warning level would require companies in the gas industry to take necessary
measures to regulate supply. The third and highest level entails full state intervention
to ensure those who most need gas — such as hospitals and private households —
receive it, Habeck said.



Associated Press FILE - Pipes at the landfall facilities of the 'Nord Stream 2' gas
pipline are pictured in Lubmin, northern Germany, on Feb. 15, 2022.

The German government said Wednesday it was triggering the early warning level for
gas supplies amid concerns that Russia could cut off supplies unless it is paid in
rubles. (AP Photo/Michael Sohn, File)

“We’re not there and we don’t want to go there,” he added.

France also called Wednesday for “those who can” to conserve energy, including
electricity and gas, focusing especially on businesses and public facilities. The
country's gas storage facilities are “well filled,” according to the head of its
Regulatory Energy Commission, but still asked for some efforts to save energy.

“If we don’t do that, there is a risk next winter for consumption demand to be
superior to our ability to meet that demand,” Jean-Francois Carenco told the BFM
news broadcaster.

France gets about 70% of its electricity from nuclear plants but uses natural gas
during peak demand at winter time and for home heating.



Associated Press FILE -A worker rides his bicycle to the BP oil refinery Ruhr Oil in
Gelsenkirchen, Germany, Monday, March 28, 2022.

The German government said Wednesday it was triggering the early warning level for
gas supplies amid concerns that Russia could cut off supplies unless it is paid in
rubles. (AP Photo/Martin Meissner, file)

Italy issued a pre-alert of the risks to its natural gas supply days after the war broke
out, given its heavy reliance on Russia. Energy transition minister Roberto Cingolani
said at the time that the warning aimed to inform users of the “uncertainties linked to
the conflict,” while confirming supplies remained adequate to cover demand. It has
not asked people to conserve.

Associated Press Poland's Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki speaks with the media
as he arrives for an EU summit in Brussels, Friday, March 25, 2022.



After a first day of talks dedicated to the war in Ukraine, EU leaders turn their focus
to energy policy as they try to agree on measures aimed at curbing skyrocketing
electricity prices at a summit in Brussels. (AP Photo/Thibault Camus)

Meanwhile Poland, which has taken in millions of Ukrainian refugees, has taken the
lead in the European Union on swiftly cutting off Russian fossil fuels. The 27-nation
bloc has declined to sanction energy because it depends on Moscow for the fuel
needed for cars, electricity, heating and industry, but it has announced proposals to
wean itself off those supplies.

“We are presenting the most radical plan in Europe for departing from Russian oil by
the end of this year,” Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki said at a news
conference.

On Tuesday Poland said it was banning Russian coal imports, expected by May.
Morawiecki said Poland will take steps to become “independent” of Russian supplies
and called on other European Union countries to “walk away” as well. He argued
that money paid for Russia’s oil and gas is fueling its war machine.

While some in Europe are calling for an immediate boycott of all Russian oil and
natural gas, the EU plans to reduce Russian gas imports by two-thirds by the end of
the year and eliminate them before 2030. In the meantime, rattled energy markets
have pushed up already high oil and natural gas prices for Europeans and others
worldwide.

The EU is turning to investments in renewable energy as a long-term fix but also is
scrambling to shore up alternative sources of fossil fuels, including a new agreement
with the U.S. to receive more liquefied natural gas, or LNG, that arrives by ship.

Poland is expanding an LNG terminal to receive deliveries from Qatar, the U.S.,
Norway and other exporters. A new Baltic pipeline bringing gas from Norway is
expected to open by the end of the year. It also has been reducing dependence on
Russian oil through contracts with Saudi Arabia, the U.S. and Norway and is
considering imports from Kazakhstan.

Germany, the EU's biggest economy and until recently reliant on Russia's natural gas
for 55% of its needs, has signed deals with several suppliers of LNG, which is shipped
to neighboring European countries and then pumped in. German officials say they
aim to end the use of Russian oil and coal this year and natural gas by mid-2024.

Italy seized a sanctioned Russian oligarch's $670,000 armored Mercedes that can
withstand machine-gun and grenade attacks, reports say
Kate Duffy (kduffy@insider.com) - Business Insider
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Mikhail Svetlov/Getty Images/Michael Brochstein/SOPA Images/LightRocket via
Getty Images The Russian billionaire and businessman Alisher Usmanov next to a

picture of a Mercedes-Maybach S650.

A Mercedes-Maybach owned by Alisher Usmanov was seized in Italy, Corriere della
Sera reported. The $670,000 vehicle is designed to protect against bullets and
explosives, the report said.

Police have also seized a property and six corporate cars in Sardinia, Italy, per
L'Unione Sarda. Italy has seized a $670,000 luxury bulletproof limousine belonging
to a sanctioned Russian oligarch, the Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera first
reported on Tuesday.

Authorities impounded a black Mercedes-Maybach S650 Guard VR10 belonging to
the mining and telecoms tycoon Alisher Usmanov within the past few days in Sardinia,
an island in the Mediterranean Sea, according to Corriere della Sera's reporting,
which was cited in other news outlets.

The Italian tax police confirmed to The Times on Tuesday that the car was among
Usmanov's assets on the island that have been seized. L'Unione Sarda, a local Italian
newspaper, also reported on Tuesday that authorities had impounded his real-estate
complex in the Gulf of Pevero, worth 17 million euros, or about $19 million, and six
of his corporate vehicles. His seized assets in Sardinia come to a total of 66 million
euros, or about $73 million, according to L'Unione Sarda.

The authorities in Sardinia and representatives for Usmanov did not immediately
reply to requests for comment from Insider about the reports of seizures.

The five-tonne Maybach is worth about 600,000 euros, or about $670,000, and fitted
with armor plating and 10 centimeter-thick windows designed to withstand explosions
and machine-gun attacks, Corriere della Sera reported.

https://www.corriere.it/economia/finanza/22_marzo_29/ganasce-porto-cervo-mercedes-prova-bomba-dell-amico-putin-ma-che-ci-faceva-sardegna-adf8db90-aed7-11ec-89b4-33ef6a8626b0.shtml
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Mercedes has said it can weather two grenades exploding at the same time, according
to The Times' report. Mercedes didn't immediately respond to Insider's request for
comment about the vehicle's details.

Usmanov was sanctioned on February 28 by the European Union. An EU Council
report said he has "particularly close ties” to Russian President Vladimir Putin and
is considered one of his "favorite oligarchs.”

A spokesperson for the billionaire, who has also been targeted by UK and US
sanctions, told The Guardian last week that he'd transferred some of his assets,
including two mansions in the UK, into irrevocable trusts and doesn't own them
anymore.

Usmanov is Russia's fifth-richest person, with an estimated net worth of $18.7 billion,
according to Bloomberg's Billionaires Index.

China Invasion Fears Grow in Taiwan After West Failed To Deter Russia: Poll
John Feng - Newsweek

Military News Agency / Ministry of National Defense, Taiwan ROC Army armored
fights vehicles assigned to the Penghu Defense Command take part in a live-fire drill

in Penghu, Taiwan, on March 16, 2022.

A recent poll found nearly four in 10 Taiwanese feared a Chinese invasion was likely
under the current tensions across the Taiwan Strait.

Nearly 4 in 10 people in Taiwan believe a Chinese invasion is likely under current
tensions, according to new polling data released this week.
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Monday's survey results by Taiwanese news site Formosa recorded a rise in concern
of more than 10 percentage points, after a quarter of respondents felt similarly in
another poll conducted the week before Russia's invasion of Ukraine.

President Vladimir Putin was nearly guaranteed to avoid a direct military clash
with NATO when the alliance said it had no plans to send troops into Ukraine. The
threat of sanctions, whose deterrence effect has been disputed by President Joe
Biden himself, culminated in the West's failure to stop Russia from invading its
neighbor.

A month after hostilities began in Ukraine, 37.4 percent of the Taiwanese public now
believes China could move militarily to annex the island, according to Formosa's
survey, which interviewed 1,082 adults above the voting age of 20 between March 23
and 24.

While 55 percent still felt a war was unlikely to break out across the Taiwan Strait
under the current circumstances, it was a notable increase accompanied by a dip in
confidence about potential U.S. military assistance—most believe Taiwan, like
Ukraine, will have to fight alone.

U.S. Will 'Oppose Any Unilateral Changes To Status Quo’ In Taiwan Strait
Cross-strait tensions have been a hot-button issue for more than seven decades since
the end of World War II.

China has never governed Taiwan, but successive Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
leaders have laid claim to the island as part of the country's "historic territory.”

Beijing has never ruled out the use of force against Taiwan, and during a call with
President Joe Biden in November 2021, China's Xi Jinping said he could be
"compelled" to do so.

The Formosa poll found that most respondents—55.9 versus 35.9 percent—didn't
believe war was an inevitable outcome of Taipei and Beijing's attempts to solve their
differences peacefully. However, they were divided on the question of how far Taiwan
should go to avoid political "unification" under Chinese rule.

Asked whether they believed unification by the CCP should be avoided "at all
costs”—including the sacrifice of one's own life—48.9 percent of respondents agreed,
a 3.7 point rise from April 2021. 44.8 percent disagreed with the statement.

For many in the island nation, the probability of Taiwan's withstanding a sustained
all-out assault by China is greatly dependent on the degree of security assistance it
receives from the United States, its strongest international backer.

Washington is Taipei's No. 1 supplier of foreign arms, but many in Taiwan also
expect American troops to come to their defense in the event of a cross-strait war,
according to polling over the years. This has been true even when trust in the U.S.
leadership has not been high.
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In this week's poll, 59.1 percent of respondents said they felt Taiwan was valued by
the U.S. government, a drop of 0.1 point, but still higher than the peak confidence
recorded during the administrations of Donald Trump (56.5 percent) and Barack
Obama (52.9 percent). The public opinion survey didn't include the perennial
question about whether the U.S. would intervene militarily in a Taiwan crisis.

In an interview broadcast on Wednesday, Taiwanese Foreign Minister Joseph
Wu said a binary yes-no response to possible American military assistance risked
oversimplifying complex factors in U.S. decision-making.

Washington views Taiwan as a "strategic asset,” he said, but most important is
Taiwan's own will to defend itself.

Putin has reached a 'culminating point' in war with Ukraine, Russian forces have
lost 'morale,' expert says
Adam Sabes - Fox News

FOX News

One military expert believes Russian President Vladimir Putin is running out of steam
in his war against Ukraine and said Russian forces are quickly losing morale.

In a little over a month, Russia has lost an estimated 7,000 to 15,000 troops,
according to a senior NATO official. As of March 17, Russian forces have lost over
230 of their heavily armored tracked vehicles, according to the Wall Street Journal.

Ukraine's government believes the amount of equipment lost by Russian forces is
much higher and estimates that more than 400 Russian tanks have been destroyed,
according to the report.

The United States and other NATO allies have given billions of dollars in military aid
and humanitarian assistance to Ukraine, which has the potential to increase Russia's
losses.
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Michael Ryan, former deputy assistant secretary of defense for European and NATO
Policy told Fox News Digital that Russian forces may have run out of momentum and
have reached a "culminating point.”

He says a culminating point is when an army runs out of supplies, saying "it just
reaches the limit.”

"Most military observers and very senior American army generals believe that the
Russian army reached a culminating point. A significant aspect of that is the losses
that they've sustained,” Ryan said.

Ryan says that, at conservative estimates, Russia has lost 10% of its overall force in
Ukraine, while some estimates suggest a much higher amount, which he argues has a
significant effect on Russian troop morale.

"In any event, [Russian losses are] significant from the standpoint of their ability to
achieve their aims,” Ryan said. "It also has a significant impact on morale, and I
think the Russian military started with very low morale at this operation.”

He said that the "biggest challenge” for the Russian military, based on its losses so
far, is morale of the troops.

"They were out in the field for a very long time. It seems most of them didn't know
they were going to war. And they certainly didn't expect to be going into that type of
battle that they've gone into. They weren't well prepared for it. They're not executing
well, and they're not well supplied,” Ryan said.

Ryan added that a good amount of Russian soldiers have family and friends in
Ukraine, which made it hard for troops to make sense of being given orders to invade
the country.

FOX News Ukraine's biggest national flag flies in Kyiv Feb. 26, 2022.



Perhaps one difference maker has been the way Ukraine goes about attacking
Russian forces, according to Ryan.

"Ukrainians are being very, very savvy about how they attack the Russian army,”
Ryan said. "The vehicles they've destroyed and the people that they've killed. You see
the number of colonels killed, it has been significant. They're really creating chaos
and confusion inside the Russian army, which means the numbers are even more
important than they seem because of the specific targets the Ukrainians have been
selecting.”

Why Russian troops are using tree branches for camouflage in Ukraine
Alex Horton - Washington Examiner

Why Russian troops are using tree branches for camouflage in Ukraine

Russian troops in Ukraine have scrambled to avoid detection and attack by using tree
branches and straw, even swaths of carpeting, to conceal tanks and other armored
vehicles, in what analysts call a surprising lack of sophistication for such an
advanced military and further evidence of how ill-prepared some commanders were
for the sustained fight that has unfolded.

Camouflage, whether for personnel or equipment, is a fundamental part of
war-fighting, even as technological advances such as drones, satellite imagery and
infrared scopes have made it harder to hide on modern battlefields.

It works by distorting shapes and reducing heat signatures, in effect fooling the eye to
create doubt and confusion.

Yet to some observers who’ve closely tracked the conflict in Ukraine, Russian forces,
despite their military superiority, have exhibited a breathtaking degree of amateurism.
They point to videos circulating on social media showing an array of contrivances.



In one, purportedly captured mid-firefight by a Russian soldier seeking cover amid a
cluster of idling armored transports, a patchwork of what appear to be pine saplings
is visible along one of the vehicle’s flanks. It’s a sight that “smacks of desperation,”
said Mike Jason, a retired U.S. Army armor officer who served in Iraq and
Afghanistan.

U. S. military tactical procedure, Jason noted, is to shroud entire vehicles with
lightweight camouflage netting when they’re not moving, even if it’s only for short
duration's.
V.
W. Ukrainian units have been seen using combinations of netting and foliage to help
break up the shape of armored vehicle hulls. Pine saplings, Jason assessed, are
“better than nothing,” but would seem to indicate the unit involved lacks a basic
competence for using camouflage or simply didn’t have the right equipment to begin
with.
X.
Other imagery to emerge from Ukraine shows armored transports with what
resembles barnyard hay strewn across their tops. In still another video shared on
social media, Russian troops can be seen covering a vehicle with rugs or another type
of heavy cloth.

This could be an attempt, Jason surmised, to reduce or distort heat signatures, which
anti-armor weapons — like the U.S.-manufactured Javelin missiles being supplied to
Ukraine — use to lock onto their targets.

An altered signature could make it more challenging for a gunner to distinguish
between a Russian armored vehicle and a civilian car, though a trained scout would
oscillate between a thermal scope and binoculars to pick up other evidence of enemy
activity, he noted.

Wojciech Grzedzinski/for the Washington Post Ukrainian soldiers with a captured
Russian tank.

https://www.army.mil/article/206368/army_netting_modernized_camo
https://twitter.com/RALee85/status/1506283631517618177


The U.S. military is emerging from its own complacency after the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, where vehicle camouflage in a fight against insurgents was often an
afterthought.

New training indicates a return to fundamentals like using camouflage netting, Jason
said. Netting and other fabrics can help with concealment, and using foliage to distort
the contours of vehicles can help gives crews vital seconds to react to an engagement
or attack themselves.

But they are of limited use in the age of drones and satellite imagery, Jason said,
making camouflage an endeavor meant mostly to deceive human eyes.

The Russians’ apparent lack of modern camouflage netting is the latest example in
what analysts call a string of tactical missteps since the invasion began late last
month, affirming beliefs in the United States and in Europe that President Vladimir
Putin and his senior military commanders failed to anticipate the strong resistance
their troops have faced.

To the bewilderment of many Western observers, Russian soldiers have shown a
tendency to speak on unsecured radios and cellphones, allowing enemy intelligence to
intercept their communications.

Military planners also have failed to distribute enough fuel and food, prompting
troops to abandon vehicles in place and, in some cases, surrender.

Just as confounding, analysts say, is that Russian units are in fact versed in
camouflaging their vehicles, and there is evidence they have done so in past military
exercises.

As recently as 2018, Russian state media touted its military’s advanced camouflage
prototypes, which it said were capable of duplicating environmental surroundings.

Rob Lee, a Russian military expert and a senior fellow with the Foreign Policy
Research Institute, said the uneven use of camouflage in Ukraine may point to
commanders’ lack of preparation and guidance to subordinates, or attest to their
overconfidence from the outset that this fight would be easy and that the Ukrainian
government would fall quickly.

It has become clear, Lee said, that commercial and smaller tactical drones provided
to the Ukrainians by Turkey are enabling them to spot Russian units for artillery and
airstrikes, potentially prompting some to resort to ad hoc solutions such as outfitting
their vehicles with bits of shrubbery or simply taking them off road and hiding among
the trees.

“Russia,” he added, “doesn’t have a good response.”

Video Shows Russian Troop Anger at Ukraine War: 'What Are We Doing Here?'
Brendan Cole - Newsweek
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Video has gone viral of apparently angry Russian soldiers complaining that they were
ill-equipped and ordered to go into a region of Ukraine with no clear planning from
Moscow.

The clip shows the troops in a military vehicle describing how they were members of
the armed forces from Donbas, the eastern Ukrainian region at the center of a
conflict with Kyiv-backed forces since 2014.

During the one minute 40-second video, the troops outline how they were heading to
the Sumy region in northeastern Ukraine.

Several of them interrupt each other during the video, which is filled with expletives
and refers to the 119th Division, 4th battalion and 1st and 2nd companies.

One said they were "ordinary workers,” another said "we're kids” and that "they took
us at 18 years old.”

Each outburst vents anger, fear and uncertainty at what will befall them as they spoke
of their colleagues who had already been killed or taken as prisoners of war.

"What are we doing here?” said one, "the Russian Defense Ministry has no idea
about us, or what we're doing here.” Another said that Moscow was "sending us with
rifles against Grads [multiple launch rocket systems] artillery, mortars. We're asking
you to spread this.”
The video in Russian contains strong language.

The video was initially posted on Donbass Case, a Telegram channel with around
29,000 followers that claims: "We know more and share with those who are ready to
know the truth."

https://t.me/donbasscase/6167


While not verified, the video has been widely shared by Twitter users and outlets that
have been covering the Ukraine war.

As of Tuesday morning, it had been viewed more than 1.1 million times. Newsweek
has contacted Russia's Defense Ministry for comment.

The footage comes amid continued reports of low morale among Russian troops.
These include claims by the Pentagon that entire units, some full of young conscripts,
have laid down their weapons rather than fight Ukraine's forces.

Twitter A screen grab of a clip apparently showing Russian soldiers complaining
about a lack of equipment. The video has gone viral. Twitter

Video on social media have also shown military vehicles apparently abandoned by
Russian soldiers. Captured Russian pilots have given press conferences organized by
Kyiv in which they describe their regret at carrying out strikes on civilian targets.

Earlier this month, video appeared to show a Russian soldier complaining that he and
his colleagues had been left as "cannon fodder” by their superiors.

Estimates vary over the number of Russian troop losses, with Kyiv claiming it could
be as high as 16,000. Russia's forces have also been hit by a loss of commanders and
Kyiv claiming that more than half a dozen generals have been killed.

Russia's shift of mercenaries to Ukraine won't change the war but reveals Putin's
'desperation': Western official
Abbie Shull & Henry Dyer (ashull@insider.com) - Business Insider
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Pierre Crom/Getty Images A mural praises the Russian Wagner group and its
mercenaries fighting in Ukraine on March 30, 2022 in Belgrade, Serbia. Pierre

Crom/Getty Images

Western officials say the Russian-backed private military The Wagner Group is
deploying as many as 1,000 mercenaries to eastern Ukraine.

An official told Insider that the Wagner fighters won't turn the tide for Russia but
show Putin's "desperation.”

Western officials say they're expecting the Wagner Group — a private military
company with close ties to the Russian leadership — to deploy as many as 1,000
mercenaries into eastern Ukraine.

The Wagner Group has been tied to Russian separatists in the Donbass region since
2014. Despite the influx of Wagner Group fighters, Western officials don't expect
them to help Russia turn the tide.

"I am not necessarily convinced that 1,000 Wagner troops are going to change the
tide of operations in the Donbass,” one Western official told Insider.

Russia has sustained heavy losses in nearly five weeks of combat, with NATO officials
estimating nearly 40,000 troops have been wounded or killed of an initial invasion
force of roughly 160,000. They've been forced into a retreat near Kyiv but are
continuing their increasingly indiscriminate attacks on cities like Mariupol.

Former Wagner Group mercenaries told the BBC they were contacted weeks before
the Russian invasion of Ukraine began and that the group was "recruiting anyone and
everyone,” including those who had been banned from other mercenary groups.

The Wagner Group has a "fearsome” reputation, according to a Western official who
told Insider that the groups mercenaries being sent to eastern Ukraine include senior
leaders of the organization; the official asked for anonymity to discuss analysis of the
war. They said these additional troops come at the expense of the Wagner Group's
operations in Africa and Syria.

https://www.businessinsider.com/russia-may-call-conscripts-reservists-to-replace-heavy-losses-in-ukraine-2022-3


In Dec. 2021, the Wagner Group was sanctioned for "serious human rights abuses in
Ukraine, Syria, Libya, the Central African Republic, Sudan and Mozambique which
include torture and extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions and killings.”

The Western official told Insider that the Wagner Group's reputation comes from not
adhering to the rule of law and the rules of armed conflict and that involving them in
the war in Ukraine is a "significant” risk for Russia that might not prove to be worth
it.

"If you're reaching for 1,000 Wagner troops thinking that is going to be crucial to
succeeding in operations in the Donbass, it should give you pause for thought into
how capable your broader force is,” the Western official told Insider.

JP Morgan Seized a Russian Super-yacht in Gibraltar
Emily Burack - Town & Country

Mikhail Svetlov - Getty Images

JP Morgan Chase is behind the seizure of a Russian oligarch's super-yacht in
Gibraltar.

As Bloomberg first reported,"In one of the first public court actions by a bank to
enforce on a debt against a sanctioned individual, JP Morgan won a court order
authorizing Gibraltar’s port authority to detain the 73-meter (240-foot) yacht Axioma
owned by Dmitry Pumpyansky."

Pumpyansky, a billionaire Russian businessman, was the owner and chairman of
OAO TMK—a Russian manufacturer of steel pipes. He recently offloaded his stake in
the company and left the board of directors, as he was added to the list of Russian
oligarchs sanctioned by the European Union and the United States earlier this month.

https://www.businessinsider.com/wagner-group-family-accounts-2021-12
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-03-28/jpmorgan-behind-moves-to-detain-russian-billionaire-s-superyacht?sref=lAVQtUwz


"JP Morgan is acting pursuant to its mortgage rights,” a spokesperson for the
Gibraltar government told Business Insider. "Her Majesty's Government of
Gibraltar is exercising rights to enforce freezing sanctions also.” Gibraltar is a
British Overseas Territory located south of Spain.

UK Secretary of Transport Grant Shapps tweeted, "It’s not only here in the UK
Putin’s cronies aren’t welcome, but in all of our overseas territories too.” He added,
"Gibraltar has mirrored the sanctions I introduced on Russian-owned
vessels—leading to the seizure of, oligarch, Dmitry Pumpyansky’s super yacht.”

The yacht is one of several to be seized by European governments in recent weeks.
The Russian-owned super-yacht Phi, worth about $50 million, was detained in
London yesterday—the first to be detained in British authorities. Shapps tweeted a
photo of himself with the yacht in Canary Wharf.

Spanish, Italian, German, and French authorities have also seized luxury yachts
owned by Russian billionaires.

Tucker Carlson: Our leaders are lying about Putin's invasion of Ukraine, and it's
insulting
Tucker Carlson - Fox News

FOX News

Tucker: Why did the Russians do this?
When the Russian military invaded Ukraine last month, the most highly credentialed
people in the world seemed stunned by it and that was not very reassuring to the rest
of us.

"It was a shock to many of the leading experts and policymakers in the United States,
Europe and even Ukraine,” explained a fellow expert and policymaker at the Atlantic
Council. "The head of German intelligence was so caught off guard that he was still
in Kyiv and had to be evacuated.”

https://www.businessinsider.com/jpmorgan-bank-behind-seizure-russian-oligarch-pumpyansky-superyacht-axioma-gibraltar-2022-3
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That's pretty weird if you think about it, because for weeks, Joe Biden had been
speaking in a very loud voice about a potential Russian invasion of Ukraine. They
seemed ready for it and yet it turns out that nobody in Washington, including Biden
himself, really thought it was going to happen and when it did happen, official
Washington concluded that Putin must be insane.

"The casual speculation about Vladimir Putin's mental state has become more
serious,” wrote National Review. In other words, there's a reason, a good reason
none of us saw this coming. Putin just snapped. He's irrational and impossible to
predict. A lot of people took that at face value, but you had to notice that, like most
explanations you hear in Washington, it was self-exculpatory. It was more an excuse
than an analysis.

In fact, Putin may well be crazy, but it's fair to assume there was more to the invasion
of Ukraine than a single psychiatric episode and at this point, it would be nice to
know exactly what it is, what happened and why. Why did the Russians do this? It's
not treasonous to ask that. It's essential. You can't make wise decisions about the
future without understanding what just happened. It's a prerequisite, but our leaders
so far have refused to do that. They keep lying to themselves. They're imposing
censorship on the rest of us.

They're forcing the entire American population to mouth childish slogans about good
versus evil. It's insulting, but worse, it's not helpful. This is not how nations survive
complex moments like this. Crisis demands crystal clear thinking. So now is the
moment to ignore the people who've been consistently wrong and instead listen
carefully to the people who've gotten it right in the past, the ones who saw the
Ukraine war coming and said so out loud. Those are the people you should be
listening to and one of them is Nigel Farage.

Nobody would call Farage a stooge of Vladimir Putin, just the opposite. Farage is a
nationalist. He cares about his own country. He's devoted his life to it. In his case, his
country is Great Britain, whose long-term interests have been gravely damaged by the
Russian invasion and by the West's response to it. The same is true, unfortunately, of
our country.

The U.S. has never had a president as reckless as Joe Biden is. We're going to pay the
price for that for a long time. But Nigel Farage, had you asked him, could have
predicted all of this. In fact, he did predict it back in 2014 as the leader of the U.K.
Independence Party.

Farage gave a speech to the European Parliament that year, which unfortunately, we
just saw yesterday. In retrospect, his words seem prophetic. Farage understood what
would happen because he saw clearly what had already taken place. Read this
carefully. We think you'll agree it's an analysis worth understanding. Here's Nigel
Farage eight years ago on Ukraine.

https://www.foxnews.com/category/world/conflicts/ukraine
https://www.foxnews.com/category/world/personalities/vladimir-putin


FOX News Brexit Party leader and former MEP, Nigel Farage arrives to appear on
the Andrew Marr Show at BBC Television Centre on February 2, 2020 in London,

England.

NIGEL FARAGE: Among the long list of foreign policy failures and contradictions
in the last few years, including, of course, the bombing of Libya, the desire to arm the
rebels in Syria, has been the unnecessary provocation of Vladimir Putin.

This EU empire, ever seeking to expand, stated its territorial claim on the Ukraine
some years ago. Just to make that worse, of course, some NATO members said they
too would like the Ukraine to join NATO. We directly encouraged the uprising in the
Ukraine that led to the toppling of the president, Yanukovych, and that led, of course,
in turn to Vladimir Putin reacting and the moral of the story is if you poke the Russian
bear with a stick, don't be surprised when he reacts.

Now, just to continue with that, today we are rushing through an association
agreement at undue speed with the Ukraine and as we speak, there are NATO soldiers
engaged in military exercises in the Ukraine. Have we taken leave of our senses? Do
we actually want to have a war with Putin? Because if we do, we're certainly going
about it the right way.

Perhaps we ought to recognize that the West now faces the biggest threat and crisis to
our way of life that we have seen for over 70 years. The recent beheading of the
British and American hostages graphically illustrates the problem, and of course, we
have our own citizens from our own countries engaged in that struggle too. In the war
against Islamic extremism, Vladimir Putin, whatever we may think of him as a human
being, is actually on our side.

I suggest we grow up. I suggest we recognize the real threat facing all of our
countries, communities and societies; we stop playing war games in the Ukraine; and
we start to prepare a plan to help countries like Syria, like Iraq, like Kenya, like
indeed Nigeria, to try and help them to deal with the real threat that faces us. Let us
not go on provoking Putin, whether we like him or not.



This article was adapted from Tucker Carlson's opening commentary on the March
30, 2022 edition of "Tucker Carlson Tonight.

State Department: Kremlin Interrogators 'Singling Out' Americans in Russia
Darragh Roche - Newsweek

Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP/Getty Images

The U.S. State Department has warned that security officials in Russia could be
"singling out” U.S. citizens and warned that Americans could be targeted for
detention.

The State Department issued an advisory on Tuesday saying that Americans should
not travel to Russia and that any U.S. citizens who do so could face "harassment" by
the authorities.

The advisory said there was the potential for "the singling out of U.S. citizens in
Russia by Russian government security officials including for detention" as well as
"the arbitrary enforcement of local law.”

The State Department also highlighted "limited flights into and out of Russia, the
Embassy's limited ability to assist U.S. citizens in Russia, COVID-19 and related
entry restrictions, and terrorism.”

"U.S. citizens residing or traveling in Russia should depart Russia immediately," the
advisory said.

The advisory also repeated earlier warnings that "U.S. citizens, including former and
current U.S. government and military personnel and private citizens engaged in
business, who are visiting or residing in Russia have been interrogated without cause
and threatened by Russian officials, and may become victims of harassment,
mistreatment, and extortion."

https://www.newsweek.com/thousands-afghans-still-unsettled-us-focuses-ukraine-refugees-1693131


An advisory issued for Ukraine on Tuesday also urged Americans not to travel to the
country and warned that "conditions have deteriorated" amid the ongoing invasion.

"There are continued reports of U.S. citizens being singled out and detained by the
Russian military in Ukraine and when evacuating by land through Russia-occupied
territory or to Russia or Belarus," the State Department said.

A State Department spokesperson told Newsweek in a statement on Wednesday that
"we have no higher priority than the safety and security of U.S. citizens overseas.”

"We have also heard Putin denigrate American ideals of equality, of free speech, and
of human rights for all,” the statement said. "The world continues to witness the
Kremlin's unprovoked and brutal attack against Ukraine, causing death and
destruction.”

"We are warning U.S. citizens that Russian government security officials in both
Russia and in Ukraine may be singling out U.S. citizens based on their nationality
and have updated our Travel Advisories to reflect that information," the spokesperson
went on.

The spokesperson explained that the State Department had updated its travel
advisories for both Russia and Ukraine and urged Americans to leave those countries.

"U.S. citizens in Russia and in Ukraine should remain vigilant and take appropriate
steps to increase their security awareness,” the spokesperson said.

"Since February 10, we have been urging U.S. citizens to depart Ukraine and since
March 5, we have been urging U.S. citizens to depart Russia," the statement said.

"We reiterate that all U.S. citizens in Russia and Ukraine should depart immediately,"
the spokesperson said.

The advice against traveling to Russia comes after a U.S. diplomat in Moscow was
able to visit detained WNBA star and Olympic gold medalist Brittney Griner.

She has been detained since mid-February on charges that she was carrying vape
cartridges in her luggage that contained cannabis oil.

State Department spokesperson Ned Price said on March 23 that an "official from
our embassy has been granted consular access to Brittney Griner. We were able to
check on her condition.”

"Our official found Brittney Griner to be in good condition and we will continue to do
everything we can to see to it that she is treated fairly throughout this ordeal," Price
said.

Tyler Jacob, an American who was detained by Russian forces in Crimea for 10 days,
spoke to CNN's Don Lemon on Tuesday night about his experience, saying that the
Russian authorities appeared to believe he was a spy.

https://www.newsweek.com/oscar-winner-ben-proudfoot-tells-joe-biden-bring-brittney-griner-home-1692337
https://www.newsweek.com/tyler-jacob-american-captured-ukraine-russians-007-1693181


Jacob had been teaching English in the southern Ukrainian city of Kherson before it
fell to the Russians. He took the decision to leave his wife and stepdaughter and
boarded a bus taking foreigners to Turkey.

"The Russians believe in this myth that 007—the legend—his cover story is being an
English teacher," Jacob went on. "So they thought that I was like the legend."

In Kyiv’s suburb of Irpin, Ukraine’s military claims a big prize
Andrew E. Kramer - The Independent

Creeping forward block by block, Ukrainian soldiers in a reconnaissance unit on
Tuesday found signs of a retreating Russian army everywhere: a charred armoured
vehicle, abandoned body Armour decorated with an orange and black St. George
ribbon, a Russian military symbol, and the traditional blue-and-white-striped
underwear issued to Russian soldiers, cast aside in a forest.

What they did not encounter was the Russian army in any organized state.
After a month of savage street fighting, one of the most pivotal battles in the war
ended this week — at least for now — with an improbable victory in Irpin
for Ukraine’s outgunned and outnumbered military.

By Tuesday, Ukrainian forces had quashed any significant Russian resistance in this
strategic outlying town near Kyiv, the capital.

Pockets of Russian soldiers remained, posing risks. A firefight erupted in the
afternoon when Ukrainian soldiers destroyed a lone Russian armoured personnel
carrier in an otherwise empty neighbourhood, according to a commander.

But Ukraine’s military had essentially recaptured Irpin, a town both strategically and
symbolically important as the closest the Russian army had gotten to Kyiv, just 3
miles away. Its success in driving the Russians away may have factored into the peace
negotiations between Russia and Ukraine in Istanbul on Tuesday when the two sides
achieved what appeared to be their most substantive progress to date.

Moscow promised to reduce “by multiples” the intensity of its military activity around
Kyiv, an area that includes Irpin, in effect acknowledging that its advance toward the
capital had stalled and was at least in some places being pushed back.

With superior numbers and weaponry, Russia could always decide to mount another
assault on Irpin. And Ukrainian security experts expressed scepticism about Russia’s
pledge to pull back.

“They will not abandon plans to take the capital,” said Oleksandr Danylyuk, a former
secretary of Ukraine’s Security and Defense Council.

Still, some people saw the recapture of Irpin as a moral victory, even if street fighting
continues in the town and the military gains may be tentative.

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/ukraine
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/kyiv
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/russia


Kyiv was always the biggest prize of all for the Russian military, as the seat of
government and a city ingrained in both Russian and Ukrainian identity.

But the Ukrainian military’s performance in the vicious street fighting in an arc of
outlying towns and villages became emblematic of the challenges Russian forces
would face as they attempted to encircle or capture the capital.

he Independent This map shows the extent of Russian invasion of Ukraine (Press
Association Images)

“Today we have good news,” President Volodymyr Zelensky said in a videotaped
address Monday. “Our defenders are advancing in the Kyiv region, regaining control
over Ukrainian territory.”

Mr Zelensky said the town of Irpin was “liberated.” He added, “Well done. I am
grateful to everyone who worked for this result.”

Here, as elsewhere in the fighting around Kyiv, the Ukrainian military achieved its
battlefield success by deploying small, fast-moving units largely on foot that staged
ambushes or defended sites with the benefit of local knowledge. Many such units are
based in central Kyiv, commuting to the war zone by car.

The reconnaissance unit that patrolled Irpin on Tuesday, a part of Ukraine’s military
intelligence agency, uses as its base a shuttered bar in Kyiv, now cluttered with
sleeping bags, boxes of ammunition and hand grenades.

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/zelensky


At dawn on a clear, cold morning Tuesday, the soldiers strapped on body Armour and
pouches of ammunition, with a crackling noise of Velcro, then jumped in place to
ensure their gear was well attached. The bar’s stereo played Ukrainian folk songs.

The front in Irpin was a quick drive away. The soldiers filtered into the town in small
groups of three or four, to avoid drawing Russian artillery, then regrouped in a maze
of back streets.

“We are defending our land,” said a commander of one of the two squads, consisting
of eight men each. He asked to be identified only by his first name, Bohdan. While the
Russian military has pulled back in force, he said, Ukrainian soldiers still must
search house to house in the city to flush out pockets of remaining enemy soldiers.

“We move into a neighborhood and if there is contact, we fire or call in artillery,” he
said of these operations. “If there is no contact, well, then it is clear this territory is
again ours.”

The mayor of Irpin, a once quiet and leafy suburb with a prewar population of about
70,000, said that all but about 4,000 civilians had fled. The patrol encountered only
one elderly man, who waved from behind a window of a house.

In a town park, the Ukrainian patrol found a destroyed Russian armoured personnel
carrier, burned in places to a rich orange colour. Besides the vehicle was the
traditional blue-and-white undershirts used by Russian soldiers called telnyashkas.

Elsewhere, they found a cardboard box labeled Russian army food. “Individual Food
Ration,” the label said. “Not for Sale.”

The soldiers took selfies beside the incinerated armoured personnel carrier. Some
sank to the pine duff to rest, gazing at the spectacle of the destroyed vehicle where
Russian soldiers had died. The bodies had been retrieved earlier, though by whom
was unclear.

“I don’t see the Russians as enemies,” said a Ukrainian soldier who offered only his
first name, Hennady, out of concern for his safety. “They are just inert people, doing
things without knowing what they are doing.”

The day had been quiet but suddenly shifted with a cacophony of heavy machine-gun
fire and explosions from rocket-propelled grenades as the squad led by Bohdan,
which had remained behind, encountered a Russian armoured personnel carrier.

Why it remained in this place, otherwise empty of Russian soldiers, was unclear.
Later, a commander said the vehicle was destroyed.

Serhiy, one of the soldiers, offered a more skeptical assessment of Ukrainian gains in
Irpin. While perhaps the largest occupied town was recaptured, he said, Ukraine’s
control was uncertain.

“We have a tentative front line” now outside Irpin, he said, “but the key word is
tentative.”



“Their goal is Kyiv,” he added. “They will come back. They will need to cover this
ground again.”

'I play the Western bad guy in Chinese movies'
BBC News

Getty Images

A gunshot rings out. Covered in blood, Kevin Lee slumps to the ground - wrapping up
yet another successful turn in a Chinese blockbuster.

Back home, the British actor is virtually unknown. But in China he has become a
familiar face, always playing the villain who either gets killed or beaten up - defeated
by the Chinese hero every single time.

Known as Kaiwen in China, he has played a hitman in Jackie Chan's Kung Fu Yoga,
and a blue monster in fantasy film Super Me. But he is best known in China for
playing American colonel Allan D Maclean in last year's blockbuster The Battle of
Lake Changjin, cementing his status as China's favourite Western bad guy.

"I feel I've become the most sought-after foreign actor in China," Mr Lee told the
BBC in a recent interview.

A chance encounter
Growing up in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, Mr Lee loved watching Chinese martial
arts movies. Jackie Chan, he said, was his "biggest hero”.

More than two decades ago, shortly after getting an IT degree, he decided to study
martial arts in Mudanjiang, a small town in north-eastern China for a whole year. It
was his first trip to the country, and he could barely speak Mandarin.



Upon his return to the UK he found a job as a salesman - but he soon realized what
he really wanted to do was to be an actor. He studied drama at an acting school, then
returned to China in 2010.

But he didn't have much luck in China's movie industry until a chance encounter in
2013 with action superstar Wu Jing, who has since become synonymous with
nationalistic movies in China.

Mr Lee said he was renewing his work visa at the Public Security Bureau in Beijing
when he ran into Mr Wu at the lifts. He was starstruck - just the night before, Mr Lee
had watched one of Mr Wu's films.

"So I walked over to him. I said, hey, you're Wu Jing, right? I said that in Chinese,”
Mr Lee said. Mr Wu was surprised, but then told him that he needed a "big” man to
star in an upcoming action movie, according to Mr Lee.

Two weeks later, he went for an audition. He stumbled over his lines in Chinese, but
Mr Wu gave him the role. It was his big break - that movie turned out to be the first
film in iconic action franchise Wolf Warrior.

'Main melody' movies
In 2014, Chinese leader Xi Jinping had urged artists to make "patriotism the main
theme of literary and artistic creation”.

In the following years Wolf Warrior - and its even bigger sequel Wolf Warrior 2-
came out. Combining exciting fight scenes with plots promoting Chinese soldiers’
heroism in foreign lands, the films ushered in a new era of patriotic Chinese movies.

Propaganda films, a mainstay of Communist China, usually rehash historical
revolutionary battles with stilted dialogue and plots.

But as China grows more assertive on the international stage, its movie studios have
churned out more sophisticated productions championing the idea of a strong China.
These slickly-produced, action-packed films are known as "main melody” movies - a
term for something that follows official government ideology.

The films often portray China as a world power which does whatever it takes to save
its citizens, or pay tribute to revolutionary heroes who resist Western "imperialists”.
Many of these villain roles have gone to Mr Lee - helping him carve out a unique
niche.

Mr Lee said he is thrilled by his newfound success, but is also aware that he has to
tread carefully with his fan-base. In The Battle of Changjin, for instance, he played an
American colonel whose troops battled Chinese forces during the Korean War.

"I also have to respect what that movie means to Chinese people. It's not just a
movie… because I'm a foreigner in that film who essentially was killing Chinese
soldiers.”



On social media, the British actor has been criticized for participating in Chinese
propaganda films.
"Honestly, I don't care what people think because it's my business, I'm just an actor...
I don't work for the[Chinese] government,” Mr Lee said. "I just reply with a smiley
emoji.’

"Foreigners [here] don't get that chance to play the main role because... this is the
Chinese market,” he said.
"It's the same in the West. If you look at Hollywood movies, how many Chinese or
Asian actors do you see play the leading man?” he said. "The Chinese or Russians
will always play the bad guy.”

But one thing that does frustrate Mr Lee is the censorship.
In movies made in the West, he said, "we can talk about our presidents, our prime
minister, we can talk about drugs, we can talk about gangs, but obviously in China it's
a little bit more limited to what you can write about.

"Even when the movie has finished filming, it doesn't mean it would get released. It
has to go through scrutiny [by censors].

"If China can kind of be a little bit more relaxed with the scripts and to be able to
have more narrative, more story, I think there would be more potential [for the films]
to get into the Western market.”

While Mr Lee feels proud of his achievements in China, he does want to try out
different roles - maybe even in Hollywood or London.

"It would be nice to play a good guy, but I have to accept that if I'm going to be an
actor here, then I'm gonna play the bad guy,” he said.

"[But] if I always played the same role, my acting videos would look the same.
Directors won't see me as a multi-talented actor.

"My biggest dream is to walk on the street and have someone stop me and say, Kevin,
you're a great actor.”

Russia has effectively admitted defeat In Ukraine
Justin Bronk (Opinion Contributor) - Al Jazeera



Al Jazeera

On March 25, the Russian Ministry of Defence announced that the “first phase” of
the invasion of Ukraine was over. A mere month earlier, President Vladimir Putin
had vowed to completely destroy Ukraine’s military capabilities and to replace the
Ukrainian government, which he claimed without any evidence was a Neo-Nazi junta
planning to commit “genocide” in Donbas.

To that end, on February 24 the Russian army and airborne forces attempted a
lightning assault on Kyiv, and simultaneously launched offensives against Kharkiv,
Sumy, Chernihiv, Kherson, Melitopol, Mariupol and on the line of contact in the
Donbas region.

The subsequent month of unexpectedly vicious high-intensity combat has seen Russian
forces fail to take all the cities, with the exception of the smaller southern cities of
Kherson and Melitopol, which fell in the first days. In return, the Russian army has
taken extremely heavy losses; between 7,000 and 15,000 personnel killed and more
than 2,000 vehicles visually confirmed as destroyed or captured.

The new announcement by the Russian government is a direct response to these
failures. It is an admission that, at least for now, Russia cannot return Ukraine to its
control by force. Instead of regime change (“denazification” according to Russia),
the new claim is that Russia’s goal is a more limited focus on taking territory and
destroying Ukrainian forces in the Donbas.

This is a serious crisis for President Putin’s regime. To justify the “special military
operation” against Ukraine, he has used extreme rhetoric and baseless claims of
neo-Nazism and genocide in Ukraine for months. Since the invasion began, ordinary
Russians have been presented with a barrage of “Z”-themed pro-war propaganda,
patriotic speeches and rallies designed to stir patriotic fervour.

During the first few days, when Russian leaders still assumed they would quickly
defeat Ukraine, Russian state media carried pronouncements that President Putin’s
invasion had reshaped the world order and put an end to both the “Ukraine question”
and a unipolar United States-led, NATO dominated world.

https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/nato-7000-15000-russian-troops-dead-ukraine-83642086
https://www.oryxspioenkop.com/2022/02/attack-on-europe-documenting-equipment.html
https://www.economist.com/europe/2022/02/28/the-kremlins-propaganda-machine-is-running-at-full-throttle


Perhaps even more importantly, Russia’s military power and history – both
conventional and nuclear – are a cornerstone of national identity and national pride,
and Russians have long looked down culturally and politically on Ukraine and
Ukrainians. All of this makes the current situation extremely difficult for the Russian
government to explain to its people.

In the information climate carefully created by the Russian government for its people,
how could the mighty Russian military have failed to destroy the much weaker
Ukrainian army?

How can a supposedly high-tech “special military operation” that would be
conducted in a short time by elite forces have led to tens of thousands of dead,
wounded and captured Russian troops and more than 2,000 destroyed Russian
vehicles?

How is it that the Ukrainian people – supposedly being oppressed by an unpopular
neo-Nazi junta imposed by shadowy hostile Western forces – are now fighting with
fierce anger and almost total national unity against their Russian “liberators”?

Most of all, how can the Russian government – supposedly a nuclear superpower, and
the self-proclaimed heir of the victory over Nazi Germany in 1945 – make a ceasefire
deal that leaves the supposedly “genocidal”, “neo-Nazi” Ukrainian government in
power?

By creating a narrative justification for the invasion that was completely divorced
from reality, the Russian government has created a situation where almost any
possible outcome to the war now will be extremely hard to justify to its own people.

Russia needs a ceasefire soon, however, because the current rate of equipment and
personnel losses is not sustainable, and in any case, they are making little meaningful
progress except in the east.

In fact, in the past week, Ukraine has retaken significant territory around Mykolaiv
and Kherson in the southwest, around Irpin and Makariv to the west of Kyiv
and Trostyanets to the east of Kyiv. With each passing day, the Ukrainian hand in
the ongoing ceasefire negotiations becomes stronger rather than weaker.

In this context, the Russian announcement of a new phase of the war that will focus on
the Donbas has two purposes.
Firstly, it represents a pragmatic military strategy. The Donbas is the part of Ukraine
where Russian forces stand the best chance of achieving major military successes –
they are attempting to concentrate sufficient forces to break the Ukrainian defence
line along the Donets River and have gained important ground around Izyum in the
past week.
It makes sense to prioritize overstretched forces where they have the best chance of
achieving tangible results, which will improve their bargaining position in ceasefire
talks.

Secondly, this is the start of an effort to moderate the expectations created by the
completely unrealistic view of the war that the Russian government has fed its people.

https://twitter.com/danlamothe/status/1508487230339362825?s=21&t=tqLYZda1e-QKuN4xW7SLXA
https://twitter.com/danlamothe/status/1508487230339362825?s=21&t=tqLYZda1e-QKuN4xW7SLXA
https://twitter.com/jominiw/status/1508633424764051461?s=21&t=M23N735ecKapCmBX68BczQ
https://twitter.com/danlamothe/status/1508487138874216453?s=21&t=V2ZIAdCJ7pLoCHCFZOycLg
https://www.reuters.com/business/aerospace-defense/ukraine-insists-territorial-integrity-talks-resume-2022-03-28/


Despite this, some in the Russian government seem to find it hard to accept these
reduced ambitions and the reality that they imply.

On March 27, the propagandist known as “Putin’s mouthpiece”, Dmitry
Kiselyov, stated on Russian television that “Russia will never cede Ukraine to
anyone … it has to be part of Russia, even against Ukraine’s own will.”

Furthermore, Russia continues to conduct missile strikes throughout
Ukraine including in Lviv in the west, and is finding it difficult to disengage its forces
around Kyiv, Kharkiv, Sumy and Kherson due to strong Ukrainian counterattacks.

Therefore, while a new phase of the invasion has been announced, it remains to be
seen if Russia can successfully focus on the Donbas as stated.

Fact check roundup: What's true and what's false about the Russian invasion of
Ukraine
Ella Lee & McKenzie Sadeghi - USA TODAY

AP

False and misleading information about the Russian invasion of Ukraine has spread
rapidly on social media since Russian forces launched a military assault in the
predawn hours of Feb. 24.

Here’s a roundup of claims related to the Ukraine-Russia conflict analyzed by
the USA TODAY Fact Check team:

Fact check: Putin's claims justifying war in Ukraine are baseless, experts say
Start the day smarter. Get all the news you need in your inbox each morning.

U.S. and European relations with Russia, Ukraine
Claim: There are U.S. biolabs in Ukraine funded by the U.S. government

https://twitter.com/juliadavisnews/status/1508196832136122381?s=21&t=3jnrggx8IeyqKpxU1MDKEQ
https://twitter.com/defencehq/status/1508382174633934853?s=21&t=4eCmLDQmTB2QYFU5qtaw5A
https://twitter.com/defencehq/status/1508382174633934853?s=21&t=4eCmLDQmTB2QYFU5qtaw5A
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2022/03/30/fact-check-why-putins-claims-justifying-war-ukraine-baseless/7089270001/
https://profile.usatoday.com/newsletters/daily-briefing/?utm_source=syndication&utm_medium=microsoftnews&utm_campaign=dailybriefing&utm_content=inlinearticle


Our rating: False
The labs in question are owned and funded by the Ukrainian government. The social
media posts misrepresent a treaty between the U.S. and Ukraine aimed at preventing
biological threats, and numerous reports indicate the claim is tied to a years-long
Russian disinformation campaign aimed at discrediting the U.S. Read more.

Claim: Ukraine was the largest donor to the Clinton Foundation
Our rating: False
Though foreign governments have contributed to the Clinton Foundation, Ukraine is
not listed as a donor. The claims misrepresent a 2015 report on donations made
between 1999 and 2014 ranked by the nationality of individual contributors, not
foreign governments. The vast majority of donations from Ukrainian nationals to the
Clinton Foundation in a chart that was part of that report came from one
individual. Read more.

Claim: Vladimir Putin has banned the Rothschild family from entering Russia
Our rating: False
There's no evidence supporting the claim that Putin has banned the Rothschild family
from entering Russia, which was first published in 2016 and has been debunked
by independent fact-checking organizations. The Rothschild family's company has an
office in Moscow. Read more.

Claim: President Joe Biden plans to sell Alaska to Russia
Our rating: Satire
The claim that the U.S. president plans to sell Alaska to Russia is satire. It stems from
an article published by The Babylon Bee, a satire website. There is no evidence Biden
plans to sell Alaska. Read more.

Claim: Sean Penn's pre-war Ukraine visit is evidence of propaganda
Our rating: Missing context
Actor Sean Penn's visit to Ukraine in November 2021 for a documentary offers no
proof of political propaganda. At the time of his visit, there were already concerns
that Russia might invade parts of Ukraine, and the conflict between the two
countries dates back to at least 2014. Read more.

Claim: Poland is sending jets to a US air base in Germany to send to Ukraine
Our rating: Missing context
The U.S. Department of Defense said it would not advance Poland's plan to send jets
to a U.S. air base in Germany so jets could be sent on to Ukraine. Polish officials
announced the proposal before it was cleared by the Biden administration. Read
more.

Claim: President Joe Biden said there is a 'new world order'
Our rating: Missing context
Biden did not confirm a world domination conspiracy theory when he mentioned a
"new world order.” He was describing international changes from the
Russia-Ukraine conflict, and historians say politicians have used the term for
decades. Read more.

Claim: The Space Foundation stripped the honors of Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2022/02/25/fact-check-claim-us-biolabs-ukraine-disinformation/6937923001/
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2022/03/21/fact-check-us-rejected-polish-plan-send-fighter-jets-ukraine/7027819001/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2022/03/25/fact-check-biden-did-not-admit-new-world-order-conspiracy/7156937001/


Our rating: Missing context
The Space Foundation did not revoke any awards or remove any honors from Soviet
cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin. A spokesperson said the nonprofit changed the name of a
fundraising event this year in light of recent events to not distract from the event's
purpose. Read more.

Claim: The Russian invasion of Ukraine is ‘scripted and staged’
Our rating: False
There is ample evidence the conflict in Ukraine is real. Photos and videos from
correspondents on the ground have shown the extensive damage done to buildings,
and the toll inflicted on civilians. A number of countries and international
humanitarian organizations have responded to the conflict and confirmed the
situation there. Read more.

Claim: The price of crude oil increased 513% between Joe Biden’s inauguration and
the Russian invasion of Ukraine
Our rating: False
Data shows crude oil prices increased by around 75% between Biden's first day in
office and the day Russia launched its attack on Ukraine. Experts say different
international factors are responsible for the surge in crude oil prices. Read more.
False or misleading videos

Claim: A video shows Russian soldiers parachuting into Ukraine
Our rating: False
A viral video, recorded by a man in a military uniform, shows a handful of people
with parachutes descending into an open field. But the video was posted on Instagram
in 2015, nearly seven years before Russia invaded Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: A video shows a recent explosion in Ukraine
Our rating: False
A viral video shows a flash of light followed by an orange glow behind several
darkened buildings, claiming its setting is Ukraine. However, the video was shared to
TikTok in January and has nothing to do with the Russian invasion. Read more.

Claim: Video shows explosion in Ukraine
Our rating: False
In a video claiming to be set in Ukraine, a massive ball of fire explodes in the air.
What the video actually shows is an explosion at a chemical warehouse in an
industrial city in China. It was captured by an American survivor in 2015. Read
more.
Claim: A video shows a Russian fighter jet in Ukraine
Our rating: False
An online video clip shows a plane falling from the sky and bursting into flames,
purporting to show a Russian jet shot down by the Ukrainian military. But the footage
really shows a Libyan plane shot down by rebels over Benghazi in March 2011, a
decade before Russia's invasion of Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: A video shows Ukrainian police dropping their equipment and walking away
Our rating: Missing context

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2022/03/25/fact-check-space-foundation-didnt-strip-honors-yuri-gagarin/7153518001/
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A video purports to show Odesa police abandoning their equipment and "refusing to
go against its people." While the clip does show Odesa police, the footage is from
a May 2014 pro-Russian demonstration. It is unrelated to the current conflict between
Russia and Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: A video shows Russian jets flying over Kyiv
Our rating: False
A video claims Russian planes can be seen flying over the Ukrainian capital, Kyiv.
But the video actually shows a flyover practice in Moscow ahead of the city's
celebration of Victory Day and was posted in May 2020. Read more.

Claim: A video shows war between Russia and Ukraine
Our rating: False
A video claims to show war between Russia and Ukraine before the former had
invaded the latter. That's not true. The video shows footage from "Arma 3," a
military-style video game. At the time the footage was posted, on Feb. 20, Russia had
not invaded Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: A BBC News segment depicts a military escalation between Russia and NATO
Our rating: False
A video that purports to show a BBC News segment narrating the escalation of
Russian and NATO combat is actually just an out-of-context dramatization made as a
training video. The BBC previously debunked its association to the clip in 2018,
tracing its source to a private company that identified it as fictional. The video's actor
has also gone on the record to say that the clip is fictional. Read more.

Claim: A video shows a Russian tank running over a Ukrainian car
Our rating: Missing context
News organizations and an eyewitness confirmed the authenticity of a video showing
an armored vehicle running over a civilian car in Ukraine. But claims that the
armored vehicle shows a "Russian tank” are unproven. Military experts say the
vehicle is likely a Strela-10, which is used by both Russian and Ukrainian armed
forces. Read more.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2022/02/24/fact-check-video-ukrainian-police-dropping-equipment-2014/6906796001/
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2022/02/28/fact-check-video-russian-tank-hitting-car-kyiv-lacks-context/6953727001/


Serhii Nuzhnenko, AP Images An armed man stands by the remains of a Russian
military vehicle in Bucha, close to the capital Kyiv, Ukraine.

Claim: A video shows Ukrainian and Russian troops face to face
Our rating: Missing context
While a video shows Russian and Ukrainian soldiers, it wasn't captured during the
Russian invasion. The standoff between soldiers took place in 2014 in Crimea. Read
more.

Claim: A video shows Ukrainians destroying Russian tanks with Molotov cocktails
Our rating: False
While volunteers in Ukraine have been producing Molotov cocktails, the video doesn't
depict Russia's 2022 invasion of Ukraine. The footage shows Ukrainians clashing
with police in 2014 during anti-government demonstrations in Kyiv's central
square. Read more.

Claim: A video shows a 'huge' military convoy heading to Ukraine
Our rating: False
A video showing a train snaking its way through the countryside, pulling a long line
of flatcars loaded with tanks, is not related to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. The
footage in question shows an American railway company carrying tanks in Southern
California and is at least four years old. Read more.

Claim: A video shows an explosion at the Ukraine international airport
Our rating: False
A video that shows a massive explosion engulfing the sky near a populated
area shows an explosion at a Ukrainian air base in the city of Melitopol, not the
non-existent "Ukraine International Airport." But numerous international airports in
Ukraine have suffered Russian missile strikes. Read more.

Claim: A video shows Russian soldiers preparing nuclear weapons
Our rating: False
A video purporting to show Russian soldiers preparing nuclear missiles actually
shows a British journalist jokingly placing a lighter near a decommissioned
intercontinental ballistic missile. The video was taken in 2014 in Ukraine during the
filming of the "Top Gear" TV show. Read more.

Claim: A video shows families fleeing a battle
Our rating: Missing context
A video clip that shows families hurrying to run behind troop lines as an explosion
flings debris in the background is a 2021 Russian reenactment of a World War II
battle. The video is unrelated to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: A video shows Russians and Ukrainians dancing together
Our rating: Missing context
A video that shows several uniformed individuals dancing to upbeat music in a muddy
field while a nearby crowd of clapping soldiers stand on honking armored vehicles is
missing context. The video was first shared at least a week before Russian forces
invaded Ukraine, and Crimean news reports indicate the dancing took place after a
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planned tactical exercise in the peninsula. USA TODAY found no evidence the
soldiers are members of the Ukrainian military. Read more.
Claim: A video shows the Ukrainian Air Force shooting down a Russian jet
Our rating: False
A video of jets passing over a building and a projectile seemingly striking an object in
the sky does not show the Ukrainian Air Force shooting down a Russian jet. The video
is from a video game called "Digital Combat Simulator World.” Read more.

Claim: Ukrainians are posting videos about 'how to drive abandoned or captured
Russian military vehicles'
Our rating: Missing context
The claim that Ukrainians are posting videos about "how to drive abandoned or
captured Russian military vehicles" is missing context. The video in the post was
initially published a year before the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: A video shows 'crisis actors' pretending to be dead in Ukraine
Our rating: False
A video that shows dozens of people lying in what appear to be body bags, with one of
the people moving, does not show crisis actors pretending to be dead. The video is
from an Austrian climate protest that occurred weeks before the Russian invasion of
Ukraine began. Read more.

Claim: A video shows Ukrainian soldiers saying goodbye to their wives before going
to war
Our rating: Missing context
A video that shows women crying and hugging two men wearing military uniforms
and black balaclavas is taken out of context. The video was shot in 2014 as soldiers
prepared to fight Russia-backed rebels in the Donbas region and was used for a
documentary. It has nothing to do with the invasion of Ukraine, as the social media
posts imply. Read more.

Claim: Video shows meeting between Vladimir Putin and South Korean president
Our rating: False
Putin and the South Korean president are not seen meeting in this viral video. The
video actually shows a 2019 meeting between Putin and North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un. Read more.

Claim: A video shows Ukrainian and Russian soldiers playing tug-of-war
Our rating: False
Footage purporting to show Ukrainian and Russian soldiers playing tug-of-war
actually shows Canadian and American service members in 2012 during a joint
training session in Indiana. Read more.

Claim: Video shows downed Russian fighter jet on highway
Our rating: False
A 2014 promotional Star Wars video was falsely described online as showing a
downed Russian fighter jet in Kyiv. Read more.

Claim: Video shows Ukrainian soldiers killing civilians in Chechnya
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Our rating: False
A video purporting to show Ukrainian soldiers killing people in Chechnya is actually
a clip from the 2014 fictional film "The Search.” Read more.

Claim: A video shows Putin threatening Kenya
Our rating: False
A Feb. 24 Russian state television broadcast on Putin's reasoning for a military
operation in Ukraine has been inaccurately captioned online as showing Putin
threatening Kenya. Read more.

Claim: Video shows South Sudan president apologizing to Putin after threat
Our rating: False
A viral video doesn't show an exchange between the president of Russia and the
president of South Sudan. The subtitles are inaccurate, and one clip of the South
Sudan leader is included out of context. Read more.

Claim: A video shows Russian troops making a temporary bridge
Our rating: False
A video shows part of NATO's 2017 training exercise in Lithuania, and it is unrelated
to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: 'Not one raw footage video' has come out of Ukraine despite widespread
internet connectivity
Our rating: False
While misleading and edited footage is spreading online, journalists and news outlets
have verified plenty of raw footage from the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Read more.

Claim: A video shows the destruction of Russian military aircraft and tanks
Our rating: False
A viral clip shows a popular video game, not the destruction of Russian military
aircraft and tanks. Read more.

Claim: A video shows drones putting out a high-rise fire in Ukraine
Our rating: False
The footage shows a 2020 drone firefighting demonstration in China, not drones
putting out a high-rise fire in Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: A video shows American soldiers parachuting into Ukraine
Our rating: False
A video purporting to show American soldiers parachuting into Ukraine was
recorded in 2016 and shows a military training exercise in North Carolina. Read
more.

Claim: A video shows soldiers destroying a Russian tank
Our rating: False
A viral 9-minute video shows footage from the video game Arma 3, not soldiers
destroying a Russian tank with an anti-tank weapon. Read more.

Claim: Footage shows a Ukrainian boy crossing the Polish border alone
Our rating: False
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A Ukrainian boy seen crossing the Polish border in a viral video wasn't traveling
alone, according to the Polish Border Guard. Read more.

Claim: Video shows new graves for Russian soldiers killed in Ukraine
Our rating: False
A video purporting to show new graves for Russian soldiers killed in Ukraine dates
back to at least 2021 and shows pre-drug graves in preparation for frozen soil
conditions in the winter. Read more.
Deceptive use of images

Claim: A photo shows a Russian jet going down in flames as it invaded Ukraine
Our rating: False
The image that claims to show a Russian jet crashing in flames as it invaded Ukraine
was actually taken in 1993, after two Russian fighter jets collided in mid-air while
performing at an airshow in England. Read more.

Claim: An image shows a Russian plane shot down by Ukraine
Our rating: False
The photo of a plane falling from the sky was captured in August 2015 during an air
show in Russia. Read more.

Claim: A photo shows Ukrainians praying in the snow 'in this phase of war danger'
Our rating: Missing context
The photo of people praying in the snow is from Ukraine, but it has circulated online
since at least 2019. It does not show Ukrainians praying during recent tensions with
Russia. Read more.

Claim: A photo shows an explosion in Ukraine
Our rating: False
An image of a large explosion depicts Israeli airstrikes in the Gaza Strip in May 2021,
not ongoing fighting in Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: A photo shows a celebration after Ukraine's president lifted a ban on
proselytizing
Our rating: False
The image of thousands protesting was taken in 2017 during a celebration in Kyiv of
the 500th anniversary of the Protestant Reformation. USA TODAY found no evidence
that Ukraine ever banned proselytizing. Read more.

Claim: An image of a woman holding a rifle shows 'life in Ukraine, now'
Our rating: False
The photo of a woman holding a rifle on a bus while checking her phone was first
shared online in March 2020. A Russian social media influencer said it shows her
posing with a fake weapon after a photo shoot. Read more.

Claim: Image shows Japanese ambassador to Ukraine dressed as a samurai who
stayed in Kiev
Our rating: False
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A photo purporting to show the Japanese ambassador to Ukraine dressed in a
samurai outfit in Kyiv actually shows the Ukrainian ambassador to Japan. The image
was captured prior to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: An image shows Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy in military uniform
'alongside his people'
Our rating: Missing context
While a photo showing Zelenskyy in military garb is authentic, it wasn't captured
recently amid current conflict with Russia. It was taken in early 2021 when he visited
troops in eastern Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: An image shows Ukraine first lady Olena Zelenska in uniform
Our rating: False
A viral image shows a Ukrainian soldier at a military parade rehearsal in Kyiv in
August 2021, not Ukraine's first lady. Some users claimed the photo shows the vice
president's wife, however there is no vice president role in Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: An image of a wounded child is from the Russian invasion of Ukraine
Our rating: False
A 2018 photo of a wounded girl in a hospital after a bombing in Syria is being falsely
described online as showing a wounded child from the Russian invasion of
Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: A photo shows children saluting Ukrainian troops
Our rating: Missing context
An image of a young boy and girl saluting Ukrainian soldiers predates Russia's
invasion of Ukraine. The photo is from 2016, two years after the Russian annexation
of Crimea. Read more.

Claim: A photo shows a Time magazine cover comparing Vladimir Putin to Adolf
Hitler
Our rating: Altered
An image depicting a supposed Time magazine cover comparing Russian President
Vladimir Putin and Adolf Hitler is altered. A graphic designer created the photo of
Putin and Hitler and edited it to appear as if it were a real Time cover. The
magazine's most recent cover shows a Russian tank, not Putin. Read more.
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Efrem Lukatsky, AP People cross an improvised path under a destroyed bridge while
fleeing the town of Irpin close to Kyiv, Ukraine.

Claim: An image shows a Ukrainian girl confronting a Russian soldier
Our rating: False
Viral pictures of a young girl appearing to shout and wave her fist in front of a
soldier with a gun weren't taken in Ukraine. The image shows a Palestinian girl
confronting an Israeli soldier in the West Bank in 2012. Read more.

Claim: Former beauty queen Anastasiia Lenna joined the Ukrainian military
Our rating: False
Viral photos purporting to show former Miss Grand Ukraine Anastasiia Lenna
joining the military to defend her country actually show her posing with an airsoft
gun, which she says were meant to inspire people amid the Russia-Ukraine conflict.
Lenna clarified she has not joined the military and that she is an airsoft player. Her
Instagram page shows she has been sharing airsoft game photos for years. Read
more.

Claim: An image shows Kyiv Mayor Vitali Klitschko with a machine gun
Our rating: Missing context
A photo that shows Kyiv Mayor Vitali Klitscheko with a machine gun is from March
2021 when he visited a military training center. It is unrelated to the Russian invasion
of Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: Samuel Hyde is the 'Ghost of Kyiv'
Our rating: False
Samuel Hyde is not the so-called Ghost of Kyiv. The image in the post was altered to
replace a U.S. pilot's face with Hyde's face. Hyde has been falsely linked to various
mass shootings and global tragedies for years. Read more.

Claim: Russia unveiled a nuclear missile called 'Satan 2'
Our rating: Missing context
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The missile was first announced in 2016 – not recently, as posts online makes it
seem – and reportedly will not be in use until late 2022. None of the three images in
the post show "Satan 2.” Read more.

Daniel Cole, AP Refugees fleeing the war in Ukraine, form a line as they approach
the border with Poland in Shehyni, Ukraine, Sunday, March 6, 2022. The number of
Ukrainians forced from their country increased to 1.5 million and the Kremlin's
rhetoric grew, with Russian President Vladimir Putin warning that Ukrainian

statehood is in jeopardy. (AP Photo/Daniel Cole)

Claim: An image shows Natasha Perakov, the first Ukrainian female fighter pilot
Our rating: False
The first Ukrainian female fighter pilot is not shown in the post. The image shows a
Ukrainian soldier who won a beauty contest in 2016. Ukraine's first female fighter
pilot is Nadiya Savchenko. Read more.

Claim: An image shows members of Dynamo Kyiv in military attire
Our rating: False
A picture showing 25 men dressed in camouflage military attire doesn't
show members of Ukrainian soccer team Dynamo Kyiv. The image shows members of
Gonor, a Ukrainian nationalist group. Read more.

Claim: An image shows a captured Russian tank for sale on eBay
Our rating: False
A company spokesperson told USA TODAY the listing is fake. The sale of military
items, including weapons and vehicles, is prohibited on eBay. The image of the T-72
tank in the post dates back to 2010. Read more.

Claim: Photos show Ukrainian demonstration in support of Myanmar
Our rating: Altered
Photos on social media don't show a Ukrainian demonstration for Myanmar. The
original photos were taken at Ukrainian demonstrations that were unrelated to
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Myanmar. They were altered to include pro-Myanmar slogans and images on protest
signs. Read more.
Claim: Photos show 'angel'-like cloud formations over Kyiv amid Russian siege
Our rating: False
Photos purporting to show "angel"-like cloud formations over Kyiv are at least five
years old and predate the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: An image shows a Russian Su-34 aircraft shot down in Kyiv
Our rating: False
A 1944 image of a U.S. B-17 aircraft that crash-landed at an airfield in Papua New
Guinea is being falsely described as showing a Russian Su-34 aircraft shot down in
Kyiv. Read more.

Claim: Image shows St. Louis Arch lit up with the colors of the Ukrainian flag
Our rating: Altered
The Gateway Arch in St. Louis was not lit up with the colors of the Ukrainian flag,
according to the National Park Service. A photo claiming to show otherwise has been
digitally altered. Read more.

Claim: Ukraine revealed a new stamp titled 'Russian warship, go (expletive) yourself'
Our rating: True
An image showing a soldier flipping off a warship with the text "Russian warship go
(expletive) yourself" is an authentic Ukrainian postage stamp. The design honors the
soldiers who defended Snake Island. Read more.

Claim: A photo shows a Ukrainian farmer towing a captured Russian jet
Our rating: False
A photo shows a jet being towed by tractor through the streets of Zagreb, Croatia, in
2011, not a Ukrainian farmer towing a captured Russian jet amid the invasion of
Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: Photo shows Ukrainian children hiding in a metro station after Russia's
invasion
Our rating: False
A photo purporting to show Ukrainian children in a metro station after Russia's
invasion shows children taking part in a practice drill at a school bomb shelter before
the invasion began on Feb. 24. Read more.

Claim: The Russian attack on a Mariupol maternity hospital was staged
Our rating: False
Images of an injured pregnant woman in the aftermath of a hospital attack show a
Ukrainian beauty influencer, but there's no evidence she is a "crisis actor."
International health agencies and news organizations confirmed the bombing of a
Mariupol maternity hospital took place on March 9. Read more.

Claim: Images show Russian-bombed Syria, and Kyiv
Our rating: False
A photo purporting to show Aleppo, Syria, is actually a 2017 image of Mosul, Iraq.
The second image shows Kyiv, but it was taken one day after the start of the Russian
invasion, not after weeks of bombing. Read more.
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Claim: A Ukrainian artist created a mosaic of Vladimir Putin's face with bullet
casings from the Ukrainian front
Our rating: Missing context
A portrait of Putin's face is authentic, but it was created by a Ukrainian artist in 2015
in response to the Russia-Ukraine conflict, not recently amid the invasion. Read
more.

Claim: Photo shows child whose parents died in the war in Ukraine
Our rating: False
A photo purporting to show a child whose parents died in the war in Ukraine
originated from a 2015 music video. Read more.

Claim: Photo shows Ukrainian tractor towing Russian rocket
Our rating: Altered
A photo claiming to show a Ukrainian tractor towing a Russian rocket was altered
using a 2018 image of a Soyuz rocket being pulled by a train. Read more.

Claim: Photo shows a young girl preparing to fight in Ukraine
Our rating: False
A photo of a young girl holding a gun does not show her preparing for war in
Ukraine. The girl's father said it was staged and taken before the Russian
invasion. Read more.

Claim: Ukrainian boxer Wladimir Klitschko auctioned his Olympic medal to help
Ukrainian children
Our rating: Missing context
Klitschko auctioned his Olympic medal to help Ukrainian children at a charity event
in 2012, a decade before the Russian invasion. Read more.

Claim: The Ukrainian army uses cats to identify sniper laser sights
Our rating: False
An image purporting to show a Ukrainian soldier holding a military cat has
circulated online since at least 2018, and the poster who initiated this claim has said
it was fabricated. Read more.

Claim: Russian Consulate in Montreal is now located on 'Avenue Zelensky'
Our rating: False
City officials said the address of the Russian Consulate in Montreal has not changed.
The street remains listed as Avenue de Musée, not "Avenue Zelensky." Read more.
Use of fake or misleading media reports

Claim: CNN reported the death of 'Bernie Gores' in both Afghanistan and Ukraine
Our rating: False
A post claiming CNN reported the same man was both executed by the Taliban in
2021 and killed by Ukrainian separatists in February is false. The tweets pictured
in social media posts appear to have come from unverified accounts that have been
suspended. CNN denied posting the tweets. Read more.

Claim: Russia deployed nuclear weapons 'in America's backyard,' CNN reported
Our rating: Missing context
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A CNN news clip featuring correspondent Brian Todd and a chyron that asserts Putin
is "making military moves in America's backyard" was shared out of context. The
video was recorded and originally posted online in 2018, when two Russian bombers
arrived in Venezuela to carry out military exercises over the Caribbean. The video
has nothing to do with the current invasion of Ukraine. Read more.

Claim: An image shows a CNN chyron that reads, 'Ocasio-Cortez says she feared
being raped during Ukraine invasion'
Our rating: Altered
An image that claims to show a CNN chyron that reads, "Ocasio-Cortez says she
feared being raped during Ukraine invasion" is fake. It was superimposed on an
image of Ocasio-Cortez from an interview with CNN in August 2021. Read more.

Claim: CNN tweeted a story about a former teacher dubbed the 'Kharkiv Kid Finder'
Our rating: False
CNN did not tweet a story about a former teacher dubbed the "Kharkiv Kid Finder" in
Ukraine. A spokesperson for the network said the tweet is fabricated. Read more.

Claim: A protest during a Russian news broadcast was staged because 'there are no
live on-air television broadcasts in Russia'
Our rating: False
Russian media experts say news is broadcast live in the country, and there is no
evidence a producer's antiwar protest during a Russian news broadcast was
fake. Read more.

Claim: George Soros said on CNN he helped overthrow the former Ukrainian
president
Our rating: False
There is no evidence that American billionaire George Soros said he helped
overthrow the former Ukrainian president. CNN and the Soros' foundation said the
claim is false, and the 2014 CNN transcript of Soros' interview includes no such
statement. Read more.

Claim: CNN sent tweet with picture of Serbian building, claimed it was bombed hotel
in Ukraine
Our rating: Altered
An image purporting to show a CNN tweet identifying a Serbian building as a
bombed Ukrainian hotel is altered. The formatting suggests a lack of authenticity, and
a CNN spokesperson said it's fabricated. Read more.

Claim: Canadian sniper 'Wali’ was killed by Russian forces in Ukraine
Our rating: False
A Canadian sniper nicknamed 'Wali' was not killed in Ukraine. He has confirmed to
numerous news outlets in video interviews that he is still alive. Read more.

Our fact-check work is supported in part by a grant from Facebook.
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Evgeniy Maloletka, Ukrainian soldiers and emergency employees work at the site of
the damaged by shelling maternity hospital in Mariupol, Ukraine, Wednesday, March

9, 2022.

Evgeniy Maloletka, AP A woman walks outside the damaged by shelling maternity
hospital in Mariupol, Ukraine, Wednesday, March 9, 2022.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/Mariupol-hospital-in-Ukraine-destroyed-by-Russian-artillery-strike/ss-AAUQYS7?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=4ba101fcd4234566bd4967f83b82b8d2&fullscreen=true&parent-ns=ar&parent-title=Fact-check-roundup-Whats-true-and-whats-false-about-the-Russian-invasion-of-Ukraine&parent-content-id=AAUp1ih


Evgeniy Maloletka, AP, Ukrainian emergency employees work at the side of the
damaged by shelling maternity hospital in Mariupol, Ukraine, Wednesday, March 9,

2022.

Evgeniy Maloletka, AP, Ukrainian emergency employees work at the side of the
damaged by shelling maternity hospital in Mariupol, Ukraine, Wednesday, March 9,

2022.



Evgeniy Maloletka, AP A woman walks outside the damaged by shelling maternity
hospital in Mariupol, Ukraine, Wednesday, March 9, 2022. A Russian attack has
severely damaged a maternity hospital in the besieged port city of Mariupol,

Ukrainian officials say.

Evgeniy Maloletka, AP Ukrainian emergency employees and volunteers carry an
injured pregnant woman from a maternity hospital destroyed by shelling in Mariupol,

Ukraine, Wednesday, March 9, 2022.



Taiwan studying Ukraine war tactics, discussing with U.S.
Reuters

Reuters/ANNABELLE CHIH

TAIPEI (Reuters) - Taiwan's defence ministry has set up a working group to study the
tactics of the war in Ukraine, including how the country has been able to hold out
against Russia, and has been discussing this with the United States, its minister said
on Thursday.

Taiwan, claimed by China as its own territory, has raised its alert level since the
Russian invasion, wary of Beijing possibly making a similar move on the island,
though it has reported no signs this is about to happen.

The possible impact of the war on China's military thinking on Taiwan, and how
China could attack the island, has been widely debated in official circles in Taipei.

Speaking to reporters on the sidelines of parliament, Defence Minister Chiu
Kuo-cheng said they had had "contact" with foreign countries to talk about how the
war was being fought, and had set up their own working group to study it.

Topics Taiwan is following include Russia's poor military performance and Ukraine's
resistance, he said.

"It is not only discussed in exchange meetings between the United States and Taiwan,
but also discussed with other countries that have regular contacts with Taiwan,” Chiu
added, without giving details.

Taiwan's team on Ukraine includes academics from the National Defence University,
he said.

"However, we will not make remarks rashly, but through internal discussions which
are important, to get results that are helpful for building armaments and preparing
for war.”



While Taiwanese officials have seen many parallels in the Ukraine war and their own
situation, including having their own giant neighbour with territorial ambitions, they
have also pointed to major differences.

Taiwan has talked, for example, of the "natural barrier” of the Taiwan Strait which
would make China putting troops on the ground much more difficult than Russia just
crossing over its land border with Ukraine.

Taiwan also has a large and well-equipped air force, and is developing its own
formidable missile strike capability.

China has been stepping up its military pressure against Taiwan over the past two
years or so.

Taiwan rejects China's sovereignty claims, and says only the island's people can
decide their future.

(Reporting by Ben Blanchard; Editing by Simon Cameron-Moore)

Staff working on luxury yachts and private jets owned by sanctioned Russian
oligarchs could face punishment as UK government tightens restrictions
Kate Duffy (kduffy@insider.com) - Business Insider

JUSTIN TALLIS / AFP A member of the crew cleans the bow of the PHI super-yacht,
impounded by a unit of Britain's National Crime Agency (NCA), in a dock in the
Canary Wharf financial and business district of east London, on March 30, 2022.

Workers on yachts and jets of sanctioned Russian oligarchs could face punishment
after UK legislation.



The government's measures make it harder for oligarch's boats and aircraft to be
maintained. It will also limit oligarchs from hiring staff to move the ship or plane out
of the UK, per The Guardian.

Crew working on super-yachts and private jets belonging to sanctioned Russian
oligarchs could be subject to UK sanctions after the government tightened restrictions
on Wednesday.

New legislation was introduced by the UK to stop British firms providing crew and
technical assistance to vessels and aircraft belonging to sanctioned Russian oligarchs,
according to a government statement.

The measures mean that oligarchs will experience more difficulties in hiring workers
who could sail or fly the assets out of the country, The Guardian reported.

It also means that the reach of sanctions could extend to assets that have moved
beyond UK and EU territorial waters — such as two yachts belonging to Russian
oligarch Roman Abramovich, which sailed from EU waters to sanctions-free Turkey
— according to The Guardian.

If UK firms were found to be servicing assets belonging to sanctioned individuals
located elsewhere, they could face punishment, the paper reported.
"The UK can now prohibit sanctioned oligarchs from benefiting from the UK's world
leading aviation and maritime industries and engineers," the government said in the
statement.

The UK's Foreign, Commonwealth & Development Office and the Department for
Transport didn't immediately respond to Insider's request for further comment.

"Today's legislation adds new routes at our disposal to deprive oligarchs' access to
their luxury toys,” transport secretary Grant Shapps said in the statement.

In its statement, the government said the measures would be used to further sanction
two more Russian businessmen — billionaire oil tycoon, Eugene Shvidler, and
founder of Tinkoff Bank, Oleg Tinkov — who have already had their jets seized by the
UK.

Both men have been cut off from the country's aviation and maritime industry, the
FCDO said in a tweet.

It comes after the UK seized its first superyacht owned by a Russian businessman on
Tuesday. The $50 million vessel, Phi, was registered to a Caribbean firm and carried
a Maltese flag "to hide its origins," the UK's crime agency said.

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/oligarchs-aircraft-and-ships-targeted-through-new-legal-powers
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2022/mar/30/staff-who-work-on-yachts-and-planes-of-russian-oligarchs-could-face-uk-sanctions
https://www.businessinsider.com/russian-oligarch-superyacht-roman-abramovich-heads-towards-ship-mediterranean-sanctions-2022-3
https://www.businessinsider.com/russian-oligarch-superyacht-roman-abramovich-heads-towards-ship-mediterranean-sanctions-2022-3
https://www.businessinsider.com/eugene-shvidler-uk-seizes-2-private-jets-owned-by-russian-oligarch-says-report-2022-3
https://twitter.com/FCDOGovUK/status/1509210234111279111
https://www.businessinsider.com/russian-businessman-superyacht-seized-uk-government-awards-ceremony-2022-3
https://nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/38-million-superyacht-phi-detained-in-canary-wharf

